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Abstract 

Marcone, A., Bore1 quasi-orderings in subsystems of second-order arithmetic, Annals of Pure 

and Applied Logic 54 (1991) 265-291. 

We study the provability in subsystems of second-order arithmetic of two theorems of 

Harrington and Shelah [6] about Bore1 quasi-orderings of the reals. These theorems turn out to 

be provable in AT&, thus giving further evidence to the observation that AT&, is the minimal 

subsystem of second-order arithmetic in which significant portions of descriptive set theory can 

be developed. As in (61 considering the lightface versions of the theorems will be instrumental 

in their proof and the main techniques employed will be the reflection principles and Gandy 

forcing. 

In this paper we pursue the study of the provability of theorems of ordinary 
mathematics within subsystems of second-order arithmetic which was begun by 
Friedman [2] and has been developed in the program of reverse mathematics 
(e.g., [5,4, 15,1,17,3, 18, 161). D uring these studies it has become clear that 
AT& is the minimal subsystem of second-order arithmetic in which fragments of 
mathematics requiring a decent theory of ordinals can be formalized. In particular 
a significant number of theorems of classical descriptive set theory (such as 
Lusin’s separation theorem, the perfect set theorem for analytic sets, the 
determinacy of open games in N” and Ramsey’s theorem for open subsets of 
[NJ”) can be proved in AT&. Furthermore, Simpson (unpublished notes, March 
1984, to appear in [16]) has shown that ATR, and Hi-CA, prove two different 
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versions of Silver’s theorem about the number of equivalence classes of a 
coanalytic equivalence relation by formalizing Harrington’s proof (unpublished, 
but see [12] or [13] for proofs using Harrington’s ideas in a topological context) 
and this result has inspired the present paper. We obtain Simpson’s theorems in 
the case of a Bore1 equivalence relation as Corollaries 5.6 and 5.7. 

The goal of the present paper is to show that ATR,, proves two other theorems 
in descriptive set theory which deal with Bore1 quasi-orderings of [w and were 
originally obtained by Harrington and Shelah [6]. As usual in this field we will 
prove the lightface or ‘effective’ versions of the theorems, thus substituting Borel, 
analytic and coanalytic sets respectively with A:, 2: and II: sets. Recall that the 
difference between the classical and the lightface sets is that in the definitions of 
the latter parameters are not allowed; [14] is the basic reference for these and 
other descriptive set theory notions. 

Gandy forcing, in which the forcing conditions are nonempty _Z: sets, has 
proved to be (either directly or in its equivalent Baire category formulation in 
terms of the Gandy-Harrington topology) extremely useful for the proof of 
results about Bore1 relations [6,9,10,7]. In this paper we develop within AC& 
the details of the formalization of Gandy forcing over inner models of 
second-order arithmetic. Model-theoretic techniques have already been employed 
within ATR, in [4] to prove that every open subset of [N]O is Ramsey and by 
Simpson in the above-mentioned work on Silver’s theorem. 

The language L2 of second-order arithmetic has variables for natural numbers 
and for sets of natural numbers. The subsystems of second-order arithmetic we 
will use are ACA,,, AT&, Z&CAo, Et-AC,, and AT%. ACAo is the subsystem 
of second-order arithmetic with induction restricted to quantifier-free formulas 
and comprehension restricted to arithmetical formulas. AT& is obtained by 
adding to ACAo the axiom of arithmetical transfinite recursion VX Va E t? (Hc 
exists), i.e., “there exists a Turing jump hierarchy starting with any set along any 
countable well-ordering”. #-CA0 is obtained by adding #-comprehension (or, 
equivalently, J&comprehension) to ACA,, and is properly stronger than AT&. 
For the detailed definitions and the basic properties of these systems, see e.g. [5]. 
Z’:-AC,, is obtained by adding to AC& to the Et axiom of choice and has been 
used for instance in [3]. The most complete reference for these systems is 
Simpson’s forth-coming monograph [16]. ATR; is the lightface version of AT&, 
which is obtained by adding to AC& the axiom Va E 6 (@ exists), i.e., “there 
exists a Turing jump hierarchy starting with the empty set along any recursive 
well-ordering”. AT% has already been considered by Tanaka in [ 171 and [18]. 
One of the basic facts we will use about these systems is that AT& proves the 
existence of countable w-models of E:-ACo plus any true E: sentence [16, 
Theorem VIII.4.20] and in particular of Ei-ACo + ATRb. 

The plan of the paper is as follows: in Section 1 we prove in Z:-ACo some 
forms of Lusin’s separation theorem and of the reflection principles. In Section 2 
we study notions of forcing over models of AC& and in Section 3 we apply the 
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results of Section 2 to the particular case of Gandy forcing. Sections 4 and 5 are 
devoted to the proofs of the main results which are the following: 

Theorem 4.2. (ATR,,) If (B, S) is a Bore1 quasi-ordering on the reals then one of 
the following is true: 

(a) there exists a well-ordering W and a Bore1 function F : B + 2w such that F is 
strongly order preserving; 

(b) there exists a perfect set P G R such that VX, Y E P (X # Y j X I Y). 

Theorem 5.1. (AT&) If (B, =S is a Bore1 quasi-ordering on the reals then one of ) 
the following tk true: 

(a) there exists a sequence {B,} of Boref chains such that I_), B, = B; 
(b) there exists a perfect set P E R! such that VX, Y E P (X # Y 3 X I Y). 

1. Separation and reflection 

In ACAo we identify a subset of N with its characteristic function and we call it 
a real. 

Definition. (ACAo) A real X is nice if Va E 0 (H$ exists), i.e., if there exists a 
Turing jump hierarchy starting with X along any recursive well-ordering. 

Notice that in Z:-AC0 being nice is a 2:: property. Notice also that if there 
exists a nice real X then any real recursive in X is nice, and in particular we have 
AT@. 

In ACAo we define a code for a 2: (resp. II:, A:) set of reals to be an index of 
the characteristic function of a recursive code for an analytic (resp. coanalytic, 
Borel) set of reals as defined in [16, Chapter V]. There is however a difficulty 
because the notion of membership of a real in (a code for) a A: set B is somewhat 
fuzzy in ACA,: for some real X we may lack the appropriate evaluation map [16, 
Definition V.3.21 for deciding whether X E B or X 4 B, i.e., there may be no F 
such that E(F, X, B) holds. However, if X is nice then such an evaluation map 
exists for every B coding a Ai set. Notice also that the formula X E B is Ai (i.e., 
provably equivalent to both a 2: and a II: formula) only for those X and B such 
that 3F E(F, X, B); otherwise it is only _Z: and 1X E B is not equivalent to the 2:: 
formula X 4 B which asserts that there is an evaluation map showing that X is not 
in B. Z:, II: and A: subsets of R” are coded in the same way and are subject to 
the same considerations. 

Definition. (ACA,,) We say that a set of reals is II: (resp. Zi, A:)-on-nice if it is 
the intersection of a II: (resp. Z:, A:) set with the nice reals. If C is n:, 2: or 
A:-on-nice let Cc = {X ] X is nice A X $ C}. 
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Notice that in E:-ACo the Z:-on-nice sets are exactly the 2: sets which are 
contained in the nice reals, but that a II: (resp. A:)-on-nice set is not in general 
ITi (resp. A:). In AC& we code IIt, 2: and A:-on-nice sets by the code of the 
set of which they are the intersection with the nice reals. 

In Z:-AC,, we can prove some forms of Z’:-separation and of the reflection 
principles if we restrict our attention to sets ‘on-nice’. 

Lemma 1.1 (xi-separation). (Z7:-A&) If A and A’ are lZ:-on-nice sets such that 
A fl A’ = 0 there exists a A:-on-nice set B such that 

Proof. If there are no nice reals then the conclusion holds for any B. Otherwise 
we can assume that all the elements of the 2: codes for A and A’ are nice. We 
can repeat the proof of Theorem V.3.9 in [16], which shows the provability of 
Lusin’s separation theorem in AT&. From the recursive codes for A and A’ we 
obtain a A: code B by transfinite recursion along a recursive well-ordering 
starting with a recursive set: this can be done in our case because all the recursive 
sets are nice. Whenever X is nice, an evaluation map at X exists for all the B, 
constructed in that proof and we can prove that (X E A +X E B) A (X E A’ + 
X $ B). If we now view B as a code for a A:-on-nice set the proof is 
complete. q 

Let {R,} be a fixed enumeration of all recursive sets and define U, = 
{X E R 1 X is nice A VF 3n (X[n], F[n]) E R,}. AC& proves that {UC} is an 
enumeration of all II:-on-nice subsets of R [16, Lemma V.1.41. In ACA,, fix 
#-on-nice codes for these U,. 

Definition. (ACAO) Define T: = {a 1 Vn < lb(o) (X[n], a[n]) 4 R,} so that for 
any e and X, T: is a tree. If T is a tree, let KB(T) be the Kleene-Brouwer 
ordering of T [16, Definition V.1.21. Let WO(L) assert that L is a countable 
well-ordering. If L and L’ are countable linear orderings let L s L’ stand for the 
_Z: formula “there exists an order preserving map from L into L”‘. 

ACA,, proves X E U,eX is nice A WO(KB(T:)) (see [16, Lemma V.1.31). By 
imitating the proof of the boldface case [16, Lemma V.2.91 one can see that 
ACAo proves the following version of comparability of well-orderings: “if X is 
nice, L a recursive well-ordering and L’ a well-ordering recursive in X then 
LsL’vL’+lsL”. 

Definition. (ACAo) We say that two codes C and D for ,Z’:, TI: or Ai-on-nice sets 
are coextensional if VX (X E CGX E D); we write this C = D. 
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Definition. (AC&) A formula q(C) is @ 011 Lr:-on-nice if the set {e 1 cp(U,)} is 
n:. q(C) is extensional if for any A:, 22: or fl:-on-nice codes C and D such that 
C = D we have q(C)@ v(D). 

Lemma 1.2 (First reflection principle). For any formula q(C), E:-ACo proves 

that if q(C) is l7: on II:-on-nice and extensional and C is a II;-on-nice set of reals 
such that q(C) holds then there exists a A:-on-nice set B G C such that q(B) holds. 

Proof. We reason within Z:-ACo. If no reals are nice then there is nothing to 
prove. Thus we can suppose that there exists a nice real. Since {e 1 cp(Ue)} is Z7: 
there is n such that {e 1 q(Ue)} = U, ( via some identification of natural numbers 
with recursive, and hence nice, reals). Since C is I7:-on-nice there is m such that 
C = cl,,,. For any e E o define 

v, = {x E c 1 KB(T:) + ~~(2-2)). 

Each V, is I7:-on-nice in a uniform way and there is a recursive function f such 
that V, = Ufce,. By a generalized form of the recursion theorem [14, Exercise 
3H.41 there exists i such that 3n (X[n], F[n]) E Rf(i) @ 3n (X[n], F(n)) E Rj and 
therefore Ufcij = Uj, that is r/: = Ui. 

If lq(U;) holds then lWO(KB(T’,)). F or every X E C we have WO(KB(Ti)) 
and therefore KB(Ti) =$ KB(T5). Thus v = C: since vi = U; and q(C) holds the 
extensionality of q gives a contradiction. 

Therefore q(Q) holds: let W be the recursive well-ordering KB(TL). We claim 

Xc& @ Xisnicer\KB(Tz)+l<W. 

To see this notice that if X E 17, then X E C and, since X is nice, KB(Tc) is 
comparable with W: since W =jk KB(T:) we have KB(Tz) + 16 W. The reverse 
implication follows from the fact that W is a well-ordering and the claim is 
proved. 

The claim shows that Uj is also 2;-on-nice. By Zi-separation applied to Ui and 
UT there is a A:-on-nice set B such that B = Ui. Since q(U;) holds, by 
extensionality of Q, we have also q(B). Cl 

Definition. (ACA,) A formula q(C, D) is L!i on II;-on-nice if the set 

{(e, e’) I due, U,,)> is G. 94G D) . IS extensional if for any A:, L’i or fl]-on-nice 
codes C, D, C’ and D’ such that C= C’ A D = D’ we have q(C, D)@ 

q(C’, D’). q(C, D) is monotonic upward if for any Ai, Et or II;-on-nice codes 
C, D, C’ and D’ such that C E C’ A D ED’ we have q(C, D)+ (p(C’, D’). 

cp(C, D) is continuous downward if for any Ai sequences of Ai, 2: or II:-on-nice 
sets {Cn} and {Dn} such that Vn (C,+,cC,, h D,+, E D,) we have 

vn V(G, R) 3 N--l, C”9 f-7, W 
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Lemma 1.3 (Second reflection principle). For any formula q(C, D), Z:-ACo 

proves that if ~1 is l7: on II:-on-nice, extensional, monotonic upward and 

continuous downward and C is a II:-on-nice set such that q(C, Cc) holds then 

there exists a Ai-on-nice set B E C such that g$B, B”) holds. 

Proof. We reason within #-AC0 and claim that if B s C is Ai-on-nice there 
exists a A:-on-nice set B’ such that B c_ B’ c C and q(B’, B’). To see this let 

I,!J is fli on II:-on-nice and extensional. The upward monotonicity of Q, implies 
t@(C). By the first reflection principle there exists a A:-on-nice B’ s C such that 
q(B’). This B’ proves the claim. Furthermore notice that the procedure for going 
from (an index for) B to (an index for) B’ is uniform because it involves only 
applications of the recursion theorem and of Zf-separation. 

Applying repeatedly the claim we construct a sequence {B,} of A:-on-nice sets 
as follows. Let BO be any A:-on-nice subset of C. Given B, c C apply the claim to 

get &+1 such that B, s B,+l c C and Q)(B~+~, Bi). By the uniformity noted 
above the sequence (of the indices for) {B,} is A;. Hence B = U,, B, is 
A:-on-nice. By upward monotonicity we have Vn q(B, Bi), by downward 
continuity g~p(B, n, B:), i.e., cp(B, B”). 0 

2. Forcing 

Throughout this section we fix a code for a countable w-model 92 of AC&, 

i.e., % E N and the sets of the w-model % have the form (Yi)k = {n 1 (n, k) E ‘n} 

for some k (see [16, Definition VII.2.11). We define forcing over % by adapting to 
our case the approach of [8, Chapter VII]. 

Definition. (ACAo) A notion of forcing over 91 is a quasi-ordering (P, s) which 
is an element of %. As usual we will indicate (P, < ) by P. 

For the rest of the section we fix a notion of forcing P over %: all the concepts 
we will define are dependent on P and this can be made explicit whenever 

necessary. 

Definition. (AC&) D E P is dense if Vp E P 3q E D q up. If pO E P, D is dense 

below pO if Vp spO 3q E D q up. 

Definition. (ACA,,) G s P is a generic filter over %! if 
(i) Vp, q E G 3r E G (r up A r s q), 

(ii) VD ((D is definable in ‘% A !X k (D is dense)) j G rl D # 0), 
(iii) VpEGVqEP(pSq+qEG). 
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Lemma 2.1. (ACA,) If G is a genericfilter ouer ‘32, p E G, D is dejinabfe in 52 and 
(57 k (D is dense betow p) then G fl D f 0. 

Proof. Let D’={qEPIqEDvVr<qlr~p}. D’ is definable in 2 and %!= 

(D’ is dense): if q E G n D’ by condition (i) in the definition of generic filter we 
have q E D. El 

Lemma 2.2. (ACA”) For any pO E P there exists a generic filter over % containing 

PO. 

Proof. Since % is a countable model there are only countably many sets which 
are definable in 3. Hence we can enumerate all sets definable in !.I2 which are 
dense within %: let {Dn} be such an enumeration. Define by recursion a sequence 
{p,} as follows. We already have po: given p,, pick pn+l E D, such that pn+l c p,,. 
Let G = {p E P 1 3np, up}. Clearly G is a generic filter over Y1 and p. E G. 0 

Definition. (ACAo) A P-name is a set N c N x P such that V(n, p) E N Vq s 
p (n, q) E N. We use VP to denote the class of all P-names. 

Definition. (ACA,) If N E VP and G is a generic filter over 2, we define NC (the 
interpretation of N under G) by NC = {n 1 3p E G (n, p) E N}. 

If G is a generic filter over %, we define a new countable o-model %[G] by 
taking {NC ] N E VP A N E %} as the collection of the sets of ‘%[G]. 

Definition. (ACAo) Let G and, for every X E %, X be the following elements of 
VPfl\n: 

G = {(P, 4) I P E P A 4 <PI7 B={(n,p)InEXApEP}. 

Lemma 2.3. (ACAo) For any G generic filter over % we have G E %[G] and 
s37 E %[G]. 

Proof. It is immediate to check that G;” = G and for any X E 8, 8” = X. 0 

The sets of %[G] are exactly the reals arithmetical in finitely many elements of 

% U {G}. 
Our next goal is to define the forcing relation p It q$nl, . . . , nk, N,, . . . , N,,) 

for any formula 91 of the language of second-order arithmetic Lz. The first step 
towards this is to define It*: IF will then be defined as the relativization of It* to 

the model %. 

Definition. Let &n,, . . . , nk, Xi,. . . , X,) be a formula of L2 with exactly the 
free variables shown. By recursion on the complexity of cp we define within 
AC& a formula p It* cp(nl, . . . , nk, N,, . . . , NJ with p, n,, . . . , nk, N,, . . . , N,, 
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as free variables as follows: 
If Q, is to(nl, . . . , nk) = t,(n,, . . . , nk) or to(q) . . . , nk) c tl(nl, . . . , n,J then 

pIk* v(n,, . . . , nk) is p E P A cp(nI, . . . , Q). 

If Q, is t(nl, . . . , Q) E X1 then p IF* q(nI, . . . , nk, N,) is 

p E P A NI E VP A {q ( (t(nl, . . . , n,), q) E N,} is dense below p. 

If Q, is iqO(nl, . . . , nk, X1, . . . , X,) then p It* cp(nI, . . . , nk, N,, . . . , IV,) is 

vq cp lq It* f&(nr, . . . , nk, Nl, . . . , Nh). 

If cp is %h,, . . . , ai,,, Xj,, . . . , Xj,,,) A ql(nl,, . . . , nlk2, X,,, . . . , Xmh2) then 
pit* q(nl, . . . , nk, &, . . . , &) is 

P IF* %h,, . . . , nik,, Nj,, . . . , &h,) A P It* vh,, . . . , nlk2, N,,,,, . . . , N,&. 

If fp is 3n qo(n,, . . . , nk, It, X1, . . . , X,) then p Ik* q(n,, . . . , &, N,, . . . , N,) 
is 

{q 1 3n q It* g+,(nI, . . . , nk, n, N,, . . . , N,)} is dense below p. 

If Q, is 3X&nI,.. . ,&,X1, . . . ,X,,X) then plt*q,(n,,. . . ,nk, 
N,, . . . , N,J is 

{q 1 3NEVPqlk*4)0(n1,. . . ,nk, N,, . . . , Nh, N)} isdense belowp. 

Here t, t,, and t1 are numerical terms. 

In the clauses of the above definition dealing with negation and existential 
quantifiers the sets on the right-hand side may not exist. We use this notation for 
perspicuity: a more formal definition would be, e.g. in the case of the last clause, 

Vq~p3r~q3NEVPrIt*970(n1 ,..., nk,iVI ,..., N,,N). 

It is important to keep track of the complexity of the formulas just defined: if Q, 
is arithmetical then p II* q(n,, . . . , nk, N,, . . . , N,,) is arithmetical; in 2Z:-ACo if 
q is Z:i’ (resp. n,‘) then p II-* cp(ni, . . . , +, N,, . . . , N,) is Ef (resp. n,‘). 

Lemma 2.4. Let q(nl, . . . , nk, x1, . . . , X,,) be a formula of L2 with exactly the 
free variables shown. ACAo proves that for any nl, . . . , nk and any NI, . . . , N,, E 
alp the following are equivalent: 

(1) p It-* q(4, . . . , nk, N, . . . , K), 

(2) vq s p q lb* Qh, . . . , nk, N, . . . , NJ, 

(3) {q 1 q IF* rp(nl, . . . , nk, N,, . . . , N,)} is dense below p. 

[In (3) the set notation is again used for mere convenience, without implying 
that the set actually exists.] 
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Proof. (2) implies (3) is trivial. For (1) implies (2) and (3) implies (1) we proceed 

by induction on the complexity of QCJ. For notational convenience we suppress 

mention of n,, . . . , nk and N,, . . . , N,,. 

If Q, is either to = t, or to s t,, all the implications are trivial. 

If C.P is either t E N or 3n q”(n) or 3X&X), (1) implies (2) because if D is 

dense below p and q <p then D is dense below q and (3) implies (1) because if 

{q 1 D is dense below q} is dense below p, then D is dense below p. 
If q is iv,,, (1) implies (2) is trivial. For (3) implies (1) suppose {q 1 q It*l~O} 

is dense below p. This means Vq Sp 3r 6 q V.Y s rls It* QZ+,. By induction 

hypothesis Vq sp lq It* qO, i.e., p It* TJ+,. 
If 47 is q0 A ql, the implications follow from the induction hypothesis. Cl 

Definition. For any formula (p(n,, . . . , nk, X1, . . . , X,) as above define, within 

AC&, for any n,, . . . , nk and any N,, . . . , Nh E VP fl % 

p It f&n,, . . . , nk,NI,.. . , N,) G %I-(pit*q(n,,. . . ,nk,N,,. . . ,N,)). 

Notice that for any 97 the formula p k g$nl, . . . , nk, N,, . . . , N,) is arithmeti- 

cal. Notice also that Lemma 2.4 holds within 8 and thus it holds also if we 

replace It* with k: in the following most of the references to Lemma 2.4 are to 

this version. 

Our next result is our version of the so-called forcing-equals-truth lemma. 

Lemma 2.5. Let q(n,, . . . , nk, xl, . . . , X,) be a formula with exactly the free 
variables shown. ACAo proves that for any G generic jilter over 91, any 

nl, . . . , n,andanyN,,..., N,, E VP n \31 the following are equivalent: 

(1) %[G] k g+z,, . . . , nkr NY, . . . , NhC), 

(2) 3p E Gp 11 &h, . . . , nk? N, . . . , NJ. 

Proof. By induction on the complexity of q~. Again we suppress explicit mention 

of nl, . . , nk and N, , . . . , Nh. 

If ~1 is to = t, or to c t,, the lemma is immediate. 

If 47 is tE N, the lemma says: 3p E G (t,p) E N if and only if 3p E G 

((4 I (6 4) E w is dense below p). This follows from the definition of P-name 

and Lemma 2.1. 

If q is iqo, argue as follows. If %[G] k v, define within \J a set D = 

{P IPlt*vovPlt* lcp”}. D is dense by the definition of p It* lqo. Let p E G II D: 
if p It vo, by induction hypothesis %[G] k qo; hence p Itlrpo. If p E G and p Il- q.~, 

we have that Vq =%p lq It tpo. By Lemma 2.4 and condition (i) in the definition of 

generic filter Tip’ E Gp’ IF qo, which by induction hypothesis implies lS32[G] k 

Q)~, i.e., %[G] k cp. 

If Q, is plo A vi, the lemma follows from the induction hypothesis, Lemma 2.4 

and (i) in the definition of generic filter. 
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If rp is 3n qO(n) and %[G] k q, fix n such that !R[G] b q&r); by induction 
hypothesis there exists p E G such that p It qO(n). By Lemma 2.4, (4 1 q It &n)} 
is dense below p and this implies p It 3n qO(n). For (2) implies (1) suppose p E G 
and p IF 3n &n), i.e., in !JJ {q ) 3nq II* rpO(n)} is dense below p. By Lemma 2.1 
there exist q up and n such that q E G and q IF q,,(n). By induction hypothesis 
%[G] l= (pO(n) and hence %[G] k q~. 

If Q, is 3X qO(X), we can repeat the argument of the previous case using 
P-names in place of natural numbers. Cl 

Lemma 2.6. (ACAo) Let P be a notion of forcing over 8 and G a P-generic filter 
over ‘9. Zf 2II is an o-model of AC& then %[G] is an o-model of AC&. Zf % is 
an o-model of l&AC0 then %[G] is an o-model of ,$-AC& 

Proof. %[G] is an w-model by construction and hence satisfies the basic axioms 
(i.e., the usual recursive equations for +, . and C) and the induction axiom. Now 
suppose % satisfies AC& and let &z, X) be an arithmetical formula: we need to 
show that for any NE VP fl %!, {n ( %[G] k q(n, NC)} E %[G] (the case where Q, 
has more than one set parameter is entirely analogous). Within % by arithmetical 
comprehension let NO = {(n, p) 1 p IF* q(n, N)}. By Lemma 2.5, Ng = {n 1 %[G] k 
q(n, NC)}. This proves the first part of the lemma. 

Now suppose %[G] is a model of E:-ACo. By the first part of the lemma ‘%[G] 
is a model of ACA,, and it suffices to prove that %[G] satisfies 

VX (Vk((X), is a tree with a path) + 3 Y Vk (( Y)k is a path through (X),)). 

Let NE VP rl !JJ be such that %[G] k Vk ((NC) k is a tree with a path). For any k 

let P% = {(n, P) I (h kh P) E NI so that ([N]X-)G = (NG)k. By Lemma 2.5 there 
exists pO E G such that p. IF Vk 3F (F is a path through [Nlk). Working through 
the definition of forcing one sees that this means % k (Vk Vp spa 3N’ E VP 
3q sp q It* (N’ is a path through [Nlk)). By C:-AC0 in %, there exists Z E % 

such that Vk Vp (Z),,,, E VP n % and ‘31 k (Vk Vp spa 3q sp q It* ((Z),,,,, is a 
path through [Nlk)). Th is means that for each k, Dk = {q I 3p spa (q up A q IF* 

((Z)C,,~) is a path through [WJ)~ is dense below p. in $32. For each k pick 
qk E Dk rl G and a corresponding pk. By arithmetical comprehension in %[G] 
the set Y={(n,k)I n E (Z)$,,,,} is in s%[G] and by Lemma 2.5, ‘%[G] bVk 
((Y), is a path through (NG)k). 0 

Lemma 2.7. Let cp(nI, . . . , nk, X1, . . . , X,) be a formula with exactly the free 
variables shown. AC& proves that if for any G generic Jilter over $37 we have 

WGI k Q&, . . . , nk, N?, . . . , NF), then Vp E P p It f&n,, . . . , nk, N,, . . . , N,,). 

Proof. Suppose that there exists p E P such that 1p It Q,. Then by definition of It* 

there exists p. up such that poItlq. By Lemma 2.2 let G be a generic filter 
containing po. Lemma 2.5 now gives a contradiction. 0 
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The following lemma is not concerned with forcing but will be applied in 
Sections 4 and 5 to the model %[G]. It asserts that when we deal with codes for 
Ai sets that are such ‘in the real world’, even a model of #-AC,, contains all the 
appropriate evaluation maps. 

Lemma 2.8. (ACAo) Let YJI be a countable w-model of E:-ACo and B a (code 
for a) A: set such that B E YJI. For any X E .W there exists in 2JI an evaluation 
map for B at X, and hence 2JI k (X E B) if and only if X E B. In particular 
9.Q k (1X E B @X r$ B). [For the difference between 1X E B and X $ B see the 
remarks at the beginning of Section 1.1 

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma VIII.4.15 of [16]. It can be 
proved directly by arithmetical transfinite induction along KB(B). Cl 

3. Gandy forcing 

We will now study some specific notions of forcing: the so-called Gandy forcing 
and some product forcings obtained from it. We fix a countable w-model m of 
AT@ + Z&AC0 and a countable w-model 8 of Et-AC0 such that m E 8. 

Definition. (ACAo) For any n define P” to be the set of all (codes for) 2: sets 
A E 2J3 such that Y_k? k (A E R” A A is Et-on-nice A 3X (X E A)). For A, A’ E P” 
define A <A’ if and only if mkA c A’. We write P in place of P’. 

Note that the code for any A E P” is a natural number and that the formulas 
defining P” and c are both arithmetical within 3. Therefore Gandy forcing can 
be considered a notion of forcing in the sense defined in Section 2. One of the key 
properties of Gandy forcing is given by the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1. (ACA,J Zf G is a P”-generic filter over ‘8 then there exists a unique 
X E %[ G] f~ R” such that X E n G, i.e., such that VA E G X E A. In this situation 
we say that X is P”-generic. 

Proof. For notational convenience we prove the lemma for it = 1: the general 
case is similar. We reason within %[G]. Pick some A E G and write 

X EA e 3F Vn O(F[n], X[n]) 

where 0 is 2:. Within 9.R for u E 2’” and z E FU<, define 

A 0.t = {X 1 X 3 o A 3F 3 z Vn f3(F[n], X[n])}. 

The sequence (of codes for) {A,,.} belongs to rXn by Theorem V. 1.7’ of [16]. 
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We define two sequences { o$} and {d} such that lb(d) = lb(e) = n and 
Ad,e E G as follows. Let d = r$ = (). Suppose we have defined 4 and 4. 

D = {A’ E P 1 3 3mA’ sA~:-~~),+-(~)} 

is dense below Ad,+ in ‘9. Thus there exist i and m such that A~-cij,+-cmj E G. 

Set d+, = d-(i) and <+, = d-(m). 
Now let XA = lJ, d and FA = IJ, I$. It is straightforward to check that 

Vn O(FA[n], X”[n]) and hence XA EA. We repeat this construction for every 
AEG. IfXA#XA’, take n so that X”[n] #XA’[n]: then Y?lRL (Ad,,: flA,.,+. = 
0) and hence +A” (A” sAd,e A A” SAd,,e,) against (i) in the definition of 
generic filter. Thus VA E G XA = X for some X and VA E G X E A. Clearly this X 
is unique. 0 

Definition. (ACA,,) Let k E VP’ II Y? be defined within Y? by 

(n,A’)d e A’I~*~X(VAEG(XEA)A~EX) 

a A’I~*VX(VAEG(XEA)+S~X). 

The two formulas on the right-hand side are equivalent because, by Lemmas 3.1 
and 2.7, {X 1 X is nice} Ik* 3!X VA E G (X E A). 2 is defined within % by 
Ai-comprehension, a consequence of Z:-AC, [16, Lemma VII.6.6.11. 

For any G, P”-generic filter over 9, we have ‘JL[G] k n G = {X”} so that X is 
a P”-name for the X whose existence in %[G] is asserted by Lemma 3.1. 

We will consider also some product forcings modulo an equivalence relation. In 
the following let E c R2 be a fixed 2: set such that !lR k (E is an equivalence 
relation). 

Definition. (ACAJ Let 

P”xP”={(A,A’)~AEP”AA’EP~}, 

P”,={AEP~IZJIF(VXEAV~,~<~X~EX~)}, 

P;X,P;={(A,A’)IAEP”, AA’EP~A~~(~XEA~YEA’X,EY,)}. 

For (A, A’), (A,, Ah) E P” X P” let (A, A’) s (A,, AA) if and only if A <A,, and 
A’ s Ah (where the last two c are the orderings of P” and P”). The orderings of 
P’,& and Pg X, Pg are the restrictions of those of P” and P” X Pm. We abbreviate 
P;xEP; by PX,P. 

All the above notions of forcing can be considered in the framework developed 
in Section 2. Moreover the analogues of Lemma 3.1 hold also for these forcings. 
For example it is easy to check that if G is a P’&generic filter over 8 then 
{A E P” 1 IA’ s A A’ E G} is P”-generic over % and hence there exists a unique 
P%generic X E %[G] fl IR” such that X E n G. The case of Pk X, Pg is less trivial 
and is considered in the next lemmas. 
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Lemma 3.2. (AC&) If G is a Pg X,P’,$generic filter over ‘% then GO = 
(A(3A’eP; (A,A’)EG} is a Pggeneric filter over ‘%I. Similarly G, = 
{A’ I3A E P; (A, A’) E G} is a Pg-generic filter over $8. 

Proof. To avoid a cumbersome notation we prove the lemma for n = m = 1 and 

GO. Let D be a P-dense set definable in 2; we need to show that G,, fl D # 0. Let 

D’ = {(A, A’) E P X, P ) A E D} . We claim that D’ is P X, P-dense. We reason in 

92: let (A, A’) E P X,P and define 

Then there exists B ED such that B c B’; moreover (B, A’) E P X, P by the 

definition of B’. This proves the claim. 

Therefore there exists (A, A’) E G fl D’ and hence A E GO fl D. 0 

Lemma 3.3. (ACAo) If G is a Pg X, Pz-generic filter over % then there exists a 
unique pair (X, Y) E ZJ?[G] fl (R” X Rm) such that V(A, A’) E G (X EA A YEA’). 
In this situation we say that (X, Y) is PE X, PE-generic. 

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 3.2 and of the observation immediately 

preceding it. Cl 

Definition. (ACA”) Let k, Y E VP;- x ““! t F tl\31 be such that for any G, P$ X, Pg- 

generic filter over ?R, (Xc, Y’“) is the pair whose existence in %[G] is asserted by 

Lemma 3.3. Explicit definitions of X and Y can be given similarly to the definition 

of X given after Lemma 3.1. 

Another consequence of Lemma 3.2 is that ACAo proves that for any (X, Y) 

which is Pk X, P’Z_‘-generic, X is P”,-generic and Y is Pg-generic. Along the same 

lines we can prove the following very useful lemma. 

Lemma 3.4. (ACA,) If (X, Y) is Pg X, Pz-generic then (X,, Y,) and (k;, Xi) are 
P X, P-generic for any i < n, j < m. 

Proof. We prove this for n = m = 2 and (X0, Y,). Let D be a P X, P-dense set 

definable in 92. We need to show 3(A, A’) E D (X0 E A A Y, E A’). Define 

D’ = {(C, C’) E P’E xEP; 1 ({X I3Y(X, Y) E C}, {Y 13X(X, Y) E C’}) E D}. 

We claim that D’ is Pi X.Pg-dense. We reason in 9: given (A, A’) E PgXEPg 

let A = {X I3Y (X, Y) E A} and A’={YI3X(X, Y)EA’}. Then (A,A’)E 

P X, P. Since D is dense there exists (C, C’) E D such that (C, C’) s (A, A’). 

Let C={(X,Y)I(X,Y)EAAXEC} and C’={(X,Y)](X,Y)EA’AYEC’}. 

We have (C, C’)EP&X~P~ because ~XECEIYEC’(XEYAXEAA YEA’). 

This proves the claim. 
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Therefore there exists (C, C’) E D’ such that (X,, Xi) E C and (YO, Y,) E C’. If 
A={X]~Y(X,Y)EC} and A’ = {Y 13X(X, Y) E C’} we have (A, A’) ED, 
X,,EA and Yi EA’. Cl 

In the proofs of the main theorems we will need to obtain a perfect set of reals 
which are pairwise generic in some product forcing. The next lemma enables us to 
obtain this set in a quite general situation. 

Definition. (ACAo) We will use the following notation: if t c 2’” is a finite tree 
letL,bethesetofitsleaves,i.e.,L,={a~t~a~(O), a~(1)r$t};ifa, te2<01et 
on t be the greatest common initial segment of o and t; similarly if F, G E 2”, 
F # G, let F n G be the greatest common initial segment of F and G; if T c 2’” 
is a tree, let [T] be the set of the paths through T. A tree T is perfect if any of its 
elements has two incomparable extensions in T. 

Lemma 3.5. (Z:-AC,) Let A E P and suppose that for each A <A we have a 2: 
set EA s R2 such that rol k (EA is an equivalence relation). Moreover, suppose that 
A <A’ implies DkVX, Y (X EA Y +X E,, Y) and that for some formula 
rp(X, Y) and for all A <A it is not the case that (A, A) Itpx6~A~~(X, Y). Then 
there exists a perfect tree T s 2’“, a function H:T+P and a JZi map F*Xr 
from [T] to R such that for all F,, FI E [T] if FO # F, then (X,,, Xr,) E A x A are 
PX EHcFonF,, P-generic and if G is the generic filter which gives rise to F, and FI then 

s[Gl k &X,,> Xr,). 

Proof. We will use another notion of forcing over \31, whose elements are finite 
approximations of the perfect tree we want to construct. By arithmetical 
comprehension let Q be the set of all pairs (t, h) such that t c 2’” is a nonempty 
finite tree, h :t+ P and the following conditions are satisfied: 

(I) h(())=A, 
(2) art~t+h(z)~h(u), 

(3) u-(o), u-(l) l t+(h(u-(O)), h(u-(l)))l~,,,(~,.~(~, Y), 
(4) %JI k 3(X, ) u E L,}[Vu E L, (X, E h(u)) A Vu, u’ E L, (X, Et+nor) X,,)]. 

Any {X0 1 0 E U satisfying the condition in brackets in (4) is called a leaves 
labelling for (t, h). 

We define a quasi-ordering (in fact a partial ordering) on Q by: 

(Q, S) is a notion of forcing over ‘R: by Lemma 2.2 let G be a Q-generic filter 
over %. Clearly T = {a 1 3(t, h) E G u~t} is a tree and H: T-P defined by 
H(u) = h(u) for any h such that there exists (t, h) E G with u E t is a function 
which satisfies (l), (2) and (3) in the definition of Q. 

Our first claim is that T is perfect. To prove this we show that for any t E 2’” 
the set 0, = {(t, h) E Q I t contains two incomparable extensions of r} is dense 
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below any (t’, h’) such that t E t’. To this end it is clearly enough to show that for 

any such (t’, h’) we can find (t, h) E 0, such that (t, h) < (t’, h’). Let p 2 t be 

such that p E L,.. Let A = {X, 1 {Xv 1 0 E L,,} leaves labelling for (t’, h’)}. By (4) 

in the definition of Q we have A E P; notice also that A s h’(p). By one of the 

hypothesis of the lemma there exists (A,, A,) E P XEA P such that (A,, A,) c 

(A, A) and (Ao, A,) 11 px,,p q(ri, J9. Let t = t’ U b-(O), p-(0, O), p-(0,1)} 
and 

{ 

h’(a) if uet’, 

h(a)= A if (7 = p-(O), 

Ai if (5 = p-(0, i) (i = 0, 1). 

It is clear that (t, h) E Q ((4) follows from the definition of A and from the fact 

that nk (XE, YJXE,(,, Y) for any (J E t’, o G p), (t, h) E D, and (t, h) s 
(t’, h’). This completes the proof of the claim. 

Now we claim that for any F,, Fi E [T] if F, # Fi, t = & ll Fi and A = H(z) the 

set G’ = {(A,, A,) E P X,P 1 Vi < 2 3q c fi H(q) cAi} is P X,, P-generic. If 

we prove this claim the proof of the lemma is completed by letting, for every 

FE [T], X, = f-k H(F[nl) (th is map is Z: by Z:-ACo) and applying Lemma 2.5. 

For any (t, h) E Q let pi and 4 (i = 0, 1) be such that p:c &, of E t and 

c$ = pi-( F,(lh(pf))) 4 1. Given any P XEA P-dense set D definable in $3 to show 

DnG’#Olet 

D’={(t,h)cQlKi 00, 01 E t (0, = Fo A 01~ 4 A (h(uo), h(a,)) E D) 

v Yl(t’, h’) =s (t, h) (a; et’ A a: E t’)}. 

It suffices to show that D’ is dense below any (t’, h’) such that z-(O), z-( 1) E t’ 

and to this end it is enough to show that for any such (t’, h’) we can find 

(t, h) ED’ such that (t, h) c (t’, h’). Given (t’, h’) if the second disjunct in the 

definition holds of (t’, h’) we are done, otherwise we can suppose (t’, h’) is such 

that of’ E L,,. Let Ai = {X,: ( {Xa ( u E L,.} leaves labelling for (t’, h’)}. Clearly 

(A,, A,) E P XE, P and hence there exists (A& AI) ED such that (A& A;) c 
(Ao, A,). Let I = t’ U {dd, a:‘} and 

h’(u) w)=(A, if u E t’, 

I if (5 = 4’ (i = 0, 1). 

The only nontrivial point is to find in m a leaves labelling for (t, h), since then it 

is clear that (t, h) E Q, (t, h) E D’ and (t, h) =s (t’, h’). 
We reason within ZR. Suppose X0 and X1 are such that X0 E A0 A X, E A, A 

X0 EA X1. Let {Xa 1 u E L,.} (i = 0, 1) be leaves labellings for (t’, h’) such that 

Xbr = Xi. Define {X, ) u E L,} by 

x”, if uEL,~A(z$uvtcdlp;;), 

x,= x; if UEL,, A tcunp;‘, 

Xi if u= ai’ (i = 0, 1). 
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{X,, 1 o E J%,} is a leaves labelling for (t, h) and this completes the proof of the 
lemma. 0 

4. Bore1 order-preserving functions 

Definition. (ACA,,) A Bore1 (resp. A:) quasi-ordering of the reals is a pair 
(B, <) such that B is a Bore1 (resp. A:) subset of R and < is a Bore1 (resp. A:) 
subset of B x B which is reflexive and transitive. We write X < Y instead of 
(X, Y) E <. 

In the above situation we define the following auxiliary relations: 

X<Y e X<YAY$X, 

X=Y CJ X<YAY=GX, 

XIY e x+YAY$x. 

The first theorem about Bore1 quasi-orderings we will prove in ATR, deals 
with the possibility of mapping a Bore1 quasi-ordering into a linear order of the 
form 2” for some countable ordinal CY. In subsystems of second-order arithmetic 
we cannot deal with ordinals directly, and hence in place of (Y we substitute a 
countable well-ordering W. 

Definition. (ACA,,) If W is a countable well-ordering we define 2w to be the set 
of all functions from the domain of W to (0, l} with the lexicographic order 
denoted by <[. If (B, <) is a Bore1 quasi-ordering of the reals and W a countable 
well-ordering the map F : B + 2w is said to be order preserving if VX, Y E B (X < 
Y 3 F(X) C, F(Y)). The map F is said to be strongly order preserving if it is 
order preserving and VX, Y E B (F(X) = F(Y) 3 X = Y). 

Similar definitions of 2” and (strongly) order preserving map F : B + 2” can be 
given for a E 0’ (0 is the set of all notations for recursive well-orderings, as 
defined e.g. in [16, Section VIII.31). Moreover we define in the obvious way, i.e., 
by restricting the quantifiers to range on nice reals, (strongly) order preserving- 
on-nice maps. 

Definition. (ACA,,) Let (R, <) be a A: quasi-ordering. Define 9 by putting 
FE 9 if and only if F is a Ai-on-nice function and 

3a E 0 (rng(F) G 2” A F is order preserving-on-nice). 

9 is n: in 21:-AC. because Ai and 0 are II:. The elements of 9 are recursive 
codes and hence if nice reals exist they are nice and 9 is II:-on-nice. 
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Definition. (AC&) For F E 5 and X and Y nice we write X E, Y to mean 
F(X) = F(Y). Then we set X E Y if and only if VF E 9X EF Y. 

Notice that for F E 9, E, is a A:-on-nice equivalence relation in AC&,. E is 
clearly an equivalence relation and is Z:-on-nice in Ei-ACo because X E Y is 
equivalent to VF E Ai (F E @a X EF Y). Moreover it is clear that 

VX, Y nice (X-YjXEY). 

Lemma 4.1. (Z:-AC,,) If $2 c 9 is a Ai set there exists F E 9 such that 

VX, Y nice (XE, Y@VG E %XEo Y). 

Proof. If there are no nice reals then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we 
have AT%: let {G,} be a A: enumeration of 97 and let rng(G,J = 2’,. Define a 
sequence of A:-on-nice functions {F,} as follows. Let F;, = G,,; if F, has been 
defined set F,+,(X) = F,(X)-G,+,(X), so that F, E 9 and rng(F,) = 2”n where 

a, = c,,, b,. The sequence {b,} is A: (each 6, is coded in G,) and hence by 
Zi-boundedness (provable in ATR,!, by the lightface version of Lemma V.6.2 of 
[16]) there exists b E 6 such that Vn 6, <e b. Hence sup a, = a <a b * w. Define 
F E 9 with rng(F) = 2” by F(X) = IJ,, F,(X). F clearly satisfies the statement. 0 

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section, which asserts that 
Theorem 3.1 of [6] is provable in ATK,. 

Theorem 4.2. (ATR,) Zf (B, <) b a Bore1 q uasi-ordering on the reals then one of 

the following is true: 

(a) there exists a well-ordering W and a Bore1 function F : B + 2w such that F is 

strongly order preserving; 

(b) there exists a perfect set P E IL! such that VX, Y E P (X # Y j X I Y). 

Proof. We will prove the lightface version of the statement, substituting A: for 
Bore1 and recursive well-ordering for well-ordering: the boldface version will 
follow by relativization. It is clear that without loss of generality we can consider 
only the case B = R. 

Define 9 and E as above: since in AT& all sets are nice we have = E E. The 
proof splits into two cases. 

CaseI: -=E. 

In this case we will obtain case (a) of the statement because 9 contains enough 
functions to separate any two non-equivalent reals and the reflection principles 
allow us to obtain a A: set with the same property. 

More in detail let VP(%) be the following formula 

VX, Y (X # Y + 3F E A; (F E 53 A F(X) # F(Y))). 
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q is n: on I7:-on-nice and extensional and ~(9) holds by case hypothesis. By 
the first reflection principle there exists a A:-on-nice set % such that %I G 9 and 

q(s), i.e., 

VX, Y (X # Y j 3F E % F(X) #F(Y)). 

Apply Lemma 4.1 to this Ce and obtain a function F E 9 such that for all X and Y 

X-Y e F(X)= F(X). 

This F is strongly order preserving and in this case (a) holds. 

Case II: = s E. 
In this case we will obtain case (b) of the statement. Let 

A={XIXisnice A3Ynice(XEYr\X#Y)}. 

A is Z:-on-nice and by case hypothesis A # 0. 
Let !?J be a countable w-model of Ei-AC,, + 3X (X E A). Let Z be a countable 

w-model of Z:-AC, such that m E ‘%. Here we use twice Theorem VIII.4.20 of 
[16]. By Lemma 2.8 we have mkX < Y if and only if X < Y. In particular this 
implies m k (< is a quasi-ordering on the reals). Since 98 k 3X (X is nice) we have 
that Zm is a model of ATR& 

Notice that while (m k X E Y) 3 X E Y the converse implication is in general 
false. Nevertheless, since X E Y means VF E sF(X) = F(Y), it is clear that 
%! k (E is an equivalence relation). 

Define P” and P’,&XE Pg as before: we will consider P X,P-generic pairs 
belonging to A x A (i.e., such that (A, A) belongs to the corresponding generic 
filter over %) and show that their elements are incomparable in <: Lemma 3.5 
will then give a perfect set of mutually incomparable elements. 

Definition. (ACA,,) A set B is downward closed in each E-class-on-nice if 

VXEBVYnice(Y<XAXEY+YEB). 

B is upward closed in each E-class-on-nice if the same holds with > in place of <. 

Lemma 4.3. The following holds in %% if B is a A:-on-nice set downward 
(upward) closed in each E-class-on-nice there exists FE 9 such that B is 
downward (upward) closed in each E,-class-on-nice. 

Proof. We reason in n and prove the statement in the downward case. Let 

cp(%) e VXEBVYEB=(Y<X+~FEA;(FE%AF(X)#F(Y))). 

~1 is II: on &!i-on-nice and extensional and (p(9) holds by the hypothesis on B. 
By the first reflection principle there exists a A:-on-nice set 3~ 4 such that 
q( 3). Applying Lemma 4.1 to % we obtain F E 9 such that B is downward closed 
in each E,-class-on-nice. 0 
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Lemma 4.4. Let A, A’ E P. The following holds in 2Jk if A n A’ = 0 and A is 

downward closed in each E-class-on-nice (or the same with upward in place of 
downward) then VX E A VY E A’ -IX E Y. 

Proof. We reason in ZR and consider the downward case. Let 

q(B,C) G A’GBAVX,Y~~~~(XEYAY<XAX$B+YEC). 

Q, is n: on II:-on-nice, extensional, monotonic upward and continuous down- 
ward and q(A’, A) holds. By the second reflection principle there exists a 
A:-on-nice set B ?A such that q(B’, B) holds. Thus B fl A’ = 0 and B is 
downward closed in each E-class-on-nice. By Lemma 4.3 there exists F E 9 such 
that B is downward closed in each E,-class-on-nice. Define G by: 

F(X)-(O) if X E B, 

G(X)‘lF(X)-(l) ifXEBC. 

G is A:-on-nice and we claim that G is order preserving-on-nice. If X and Y are 
nice and X < Y we have F(X) cr F(Y). If F(X) <[F(Y) we have G(X) <, G(Y). 
If F(X) = F(Y) and YE B’ then G(X) cI G(Y). If F(X) = F(Y) and YE B then, 
since B is downward closed in each E,-class-on-nice, X E B and G(X) = G(Y). In 
any case G(X) cr G(Y) and the claim is proved. 

Hence GE%. If XEA~B and YEA’GB~ we have lXEcY and thus 
1XEY. 0 

Lemma45 Zf(A,A’)EPXEPthen2Rk3XEA3YEA’(XEYAY<X). 

Proof. Suppose not, i.e., 

In 2l.R define A,, = {X 1 X is nice A 3Y E A (X E Y A X =S Y)}. We can apply 
Lemma 4.4 to (Ao, A’) obtaining 9J2 k (VX EAT VY E A’iX E Y). Since 
2RkA GA, we have also ZRk (VX EA VY EA’-IXE Y) which implies (A, A’) $ 

PX,P. 0 

Lemma4.6. ForanyAEPifAsA thenI9JZkIX,X’EA(XEX’r\X#X’). 

Proof. We reason in %’ and define 

A+={Y(Yisnice A~XEA(XEYA(X<YVXIY))}, 

A-={YIYisnice A~XEA(XEYA(Y<XVXIY))}. 

Since AcA and VXEABY nice (XEYAX#Y), we have either A+#0 or 
A- #0: suppose A+ #0 (the other case is analogous). 

Let A”={YIY is nice A~XEA(XEYAY<X)}. Ao.#O because AsA, 
and A. is downward closed in each E-class-on-nice. We claim that A. f~ A+ # 0. If 
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this were not the case then by Lemma 4.4, VX E A0 VY E A+ 1XE Y. This 
implies, by definition of A+, A+ = 0. Hence the claim is proved: let Y E A0 fl A+. 

Since Y E A+ there exists X E A such that XE Y A (X < Y v X I Y). Since 
YEAothereexistsX’EAsuchthatX’EY/\Y~X’.ThenXEX’andX#X’, 
as desired. q 

Lemma4.7. Z_(A,A’)EPX~PLWZ~A,A’CA then 

!?.RF~XEA~YEA’(XEYAX#Y). 

Proof. Wereasonin!lRanddefineA,={XEA]3YEA’(XEY~X=Y)}. If 
A,, = 0 we are done, otherwise by Lemma 4.6, 3X, X’ E A0 (XEX’ A X #X’). 
Fix such X and X’ and let YE A’ be such that X’ E Y. Then X E A, Y E A’, 
XEYand-sinceX+X’-Y-X+Y. 0 

Lemma 4.8. Zf (X, Y) E A X A is P X, P-generic then X I Y. 

Proof. Let G be the P X,P-generic filter over 91 such that {(X, Y)} = n G, i.e., 
G = {(A, A’) E P X, P 1 X E A A YEA’}. By Lemma 2.6, %[G] is an w-model of 
2Z:-ACo and by Lemma 2.8 for any X, YE %[G] there exists an evaluation map 
for < at (X, Y) and %[G] kX < Y if and only if X < Y. We claim that 
‘%[G]LXI Y. 

First suppose %[G] LX -C Y. By Lemma 2.5 there exists (A, A’) E P X, P such 
that (A, A’) s (A, A) and (A, A’) IF px,p~<~. By Lemma 4.5, kD?k33X~A 
3Y EA’ (XE Y A Y <X). Therefore 

D={(X,Y)IXEAAYEA’AXEYAY=SX}EP’& 

By Lemma 2.2 let ((X0, Y,), (X1, Y,)) E D X D be Pg X, Pg-generic. By Lemma 

3.4 (X0, YJ and (Xi, %) are P X, P-generic. Since (X,, Y,), (X,, Y,) E A x A’ 
we have X,, < Y, and X1 < YO. Since (X0, Y,), (Xi, Y,) E D we have Y, < X0 and 
Yi < XI. Hence X0 < Y, =5 X1 -C Y, =C X0, a contradiction. 

Similarly one rules out the possibility that %[G] k Y -C X. 
Now suppose $R[G] LX = Y. By Lemma 2.5 there exists (A, A’) E P X, P such 

that (A, A’) s (A, A) and (A, A’) It px,p_k=l? By Lemma 4.7, 2RbilX~A 
~YEA’(XEYAX#Y). Therefore 

Let (X,, Y,), (X,, Y,) and (X,, Y,) be three pairs such that for all i < 3, 
(Xi, yi) E D and f or all i <j < 3, ((Xi, Y;), (Xi, I$)) is P’$ X, P&generic (these can 
be obtained by Lemma 3.5). By Lemma 3.4, (X0, Y,), (X,, Y,) and (X,, y0) are 
PX, P-generic. Since (X0, Y,), (X,, Y,), (X2, Y,) EA x A’ we have X0 ^- Y, = 
X2== YO. This contradicts (X,, Y,) E D. 

Thus %[ G] k X I Y and hence X I Y. 0 
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From Lemma 4.8 we obtain a perfect set of mutually incomparable elements by 

applying Lemma 3.5 (for any A c A let EA = E). In this case the map F H X, is 

one-to-one and hence {X, 1 F E [T]} is an uncountable analytic set. By the 

perfect set theorem [16, Theorem V.4.31 this set has a perfect subset and (b) is 

satisfied. 0 

Definition. (AC&) A Bore1 linear ordering of the reals is a Bore1 quasi-ordering 

of the reals (B, =S) with the additional property that any two elements of B are 

comparable according to <. 

Corollary 4.9. (AT&) Every Bore1 linear ordering of the reals is embeddable in a 
Bore1 way in a linear ordering of the form 2w for some well-ordering W, i.e., the 
linear orderings of the form 2w are cofinal in the quasi-ordering of the Bore1 linear 
orderings of the reals under Bore1 embeddability. 

Proof. Immediate from the theorem. 0 

5. Bore1 chains 

The main result of this section is concerned with the possibility of decomposing 

a Bore1 quasi-ordering into a union of chains, i.e., linearly ordered subsets of the 

original quasi-ordering. 

Definition. (ACA,) Let (B, =G) be a Bore1 quasi-ordering of the reals. B’ G B is a 

chainifVX, YEB’(X=SYVY<X)~~~VXEB’VY~~~~(X=Y~YEB’). 

Definition. (ACA,,) Let (R, <) be a Ai quasi-ordering of the reals. For any 

EC:-on-nice set A let 

ZJ& = {B 1 B is A:- on-niceAVXEAnBVYeA\B(X<YvY<X)}, 

XE,Y C% VBE&,(XEBGY~B). 

2& is II: in Ci-AC. because Ai is II:. The elements of 2i$, are recursive codes 

and hence if nice reals exist, they are nice and SZA is IIt-on-nice. EA is a 

E:-on-nice equivalence relation. The main feature of EA is that all the 

incomparabilities between elements of A are concentrated within E,-equivalence 

classes. Moreover, EA is an approximation on A of the equivalence relation E, 
obtained by taking the transitive closure of = U I . E, has the additional 

property that its equivalence classes are linearly ordered by < and is a useful tool 

in the study of quasi-orderings (see for example [7]). We will use EA in place of 

E, because the former is ‘represented’ by the ni set of A] codes %‘A. 

The following theorem asserts that Theorem 5.1 of [6] is provable in ATRo. 
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Theorem 5.1. (AT&) Zf (B, =S) is a Bore1 quasi-ordering on the reals then one of 

the following is true: 
(a) there exkts a sequence {B,} of Bore1 chains such that IJ,, B, = B; 
(b) there exists a perfect set P c R such that VX, Y E P (X # Y + X I Y). 

Proof. We will prove the lightface version of the statement, substituting Ai for 
Borel: the boldface version will follow by relativization. It is clear that without 
loss of generality we can consider only the case B = R. 

Let U={XI3B(B 1s a A:-on-nice chain A X E B)}. fJ is a n: set and the 
proof splits into two cases. 

CaseI: U=lR. 
Let q(B) e (B is a Ai chain). Q, is a fli property of natural numbers (the codes 

for the A: sets) and by case hypothesis VX 3B (q(B) A X E B). By nt- 
uniformization (provable in AT& by the lightface version of Theorem VIII.4.6 
of [16]) there exists a # formula I&(X, B) such that 

VX VB (q(X, B) + q(B) A X E B) A VX 3!B I/J(X, B). 

I#(X, B) is equivalent to VB’ # B lq(X, B’) and hence ~+!J(X, B) is A:. Now let 
~I~(B)c+~X$J(X, B). q+, is 2; and VB (q,(B) 3 q(B)). By z:-separation [16, 
Theorem VS.11 there exists a set Z such that 

VB ((R,(B) + B E Z) A (B E Z 3 q(B))). 

Any enumeration of Z shows that case (a) of the statement holds. 

Case II: UslR. 
In this case we will obtain case (b) of the statement. Let 

A = {X 1 X is nice A X $ U}. 

A is z:-on-nice and by case hypothesis A # 0. 
Let %Q be a countable o-model of Ei-ACo + 3X (X E A). Let \J? be a countable 

w-model of Z:-ACo such that m E ‘J. The same considerations made about !IR 
and % at the beginning of case II in the proof of Theorem 4.2 can be repeated 
here. In particular m is a model of AT&, ?lR k (< is a quasi-ordering on the 
reals) and for any &on-nice set A, 9.R b (EA is an equivalence relation). 

Define P” as usual. For any A E P such that A <A we will consider the product 

Gandy forcing P X,, P below A and show that there is a pair of P XEA P-generic 
reals whose elements are incomparable. Lemma 3.5 will then give the desired 
perfect set of mutually incomparable reals. 

Lemma 5.2. Zf A E P and A. <A then roZk3X, YeAX Y. 

Proof. We reason within ?IR and suppose that the conclusion does not hold, i.e., 
VX, YEA(X=SYVY<X). LetA’={YniceI3XEAX-Y}.A’isE:-on-nice 
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and A GA’. Let 

q(C,D) G VX,Y~$C(X<Y~Y<X)~\VX~$CVY~~~~(Y=X*YED). 

~1 is n: on n:-on-nice, extensional, monotonic upward and continuous down- 
ward; moreover q(A”, A’) holds. By the second reflection principle there exists a 
A:-on-nice set B I>A’ such that q(B’, B) holds. Thus B is a A:-on-nice chain and 
hence B fl A = $3. This contradicts A E B fl A and proves the lemma. 0 

Lemma 5.3. Let A CA be such that (A, A) Itpx,,Pk < I’ v %‘< 2. Suppose 

AO, Al CA and (A,, A,) Ikpx,,pk < I’; then 

~~VXEA~VYEA~(XE/, Y+X<Y). 

Proof. Suppose the conclusion does not hold and let 

D={(X, Y)IXEA” AYEA,AXE~YAX+Y}EP;~, 

A’ = {Y [3X (X, Y) E D} <A,. 

By the hypothesis on A there exists (A& A;) E P XEA P such that (A& Ai) c 

(A’, A’) and (A& A;) ItPx,,Pk < p (if (A& A;) ltPxEaP p<k switch Ah and A;). 

Let D’= {(X, Y)ED ( YEA;}. 

By Lemma 2.2 let ((X0, Y), Xi) E D’ X Ah be P”E, XEA P-generic. By Lemma 
3.4, (X,, Xi) and (X,, Y) are P XEA P-generic. Since (X,, Xi) E (A,,, A,!,) c 

(A,, A,) by Lemma 2.5 we have X,, =G Xi. Since (Xi, Y) E (A& AI) by Lemma 2.5 
again we have X1 < Y. Hence X, < Y contradicting (X0, Y) E D’ E D. 0 

Lemma 5.4. Let A, A(, and A, be as in the previous lemma; then 

~~VXEA~~VYEA~(XE/, Y+X<Y). 

Proof. Suppose the conclusion does not hold: by Lemma 5.3 

A’={XEA,,I~YEA,(XE,YAX=Y)}EP. 

We reason within ??Jk for any X0, X1 EA’, if 1X0 EA X1 by definition of EA we 
have either X,xX, or Xi <X0. If X0 EA X, let YE Al be such that X, EA Y A 

X, = Y: we have X, EA Y and by Lemma 5.3, X0 < Y = Xi. 
We have just shown that 9J6kVX,,,X, EA’ (XO<X, v Xl <X,,), which contra- 

dicts Lemma 5.2. 0 

We are now in a position to prove the main lemma. 

Lemma 5.5. If A CA then it is not the case that (A, A) Ikpx,~pk < I’ v I’< k. 

Proof. Suppose the conclusion does not hold. Then there exists (A,,, A,) =z 

(A, A) such that (A”, A,) Ikpx,,px < I! Let 

A’={XEAI~X’EA,(XE,X’AX<X’)}. 
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We reason in 1171: we have that A,, E A’ and that A’ is downward closed in each 
E,-class-on-A (i.e., VX E A’ VY E A (Y =S X A X EA Y + Y E A’)). Moreover, by 
Lemma 5.4 we have A’ II Al = 0. Let 

cp(C,D) @ VX$CVYEA(Y<XAXE,Y+YED)AA,GC. 

Q, is n: on I7:-on-nice, extensional, monotonic upward and continuous down- 
ward; moreover &A”, A’) holds. By the second reflection principle there exists a 
A:-on-nice set B 2 A' such that cp(B”, B) holds. Thus B is downward closed in 
each E,-class-on-A and A, E A \ B. 

We now claim that n b (B E F&): this will complete the proof of the lemma 
because it contradicts Z!J? ,t (3X E B 3 Y E A \ B X EA Y), which is a consequence 
of (B, A \ B) 2 (Ao, A,) E P XEA P. 

Thus our goal is to show that within ??.R we have VX E A fl B VY E A \ B (X < 

Y v Y < X). For X and Y such that 1X EA Y this is immediate by definition of 
EA. If X EA Y, by the downward closure of B in each E,-class-on-A we have 

X-CYVXIY. 

There exists (DO, III) E P X,P such that (DO, Dl) G (D, D) and (DO, Di) 

IkPXQP k<I’. Let D’={(X,Y)IXEA~B~\YED~AXE~YAXXY}EP~E, 
and let ((X,, Y), X,) E D’ x Do be P’E, XEAP-generic. By Lemma 3.4, (X,, X,) 
and (X,, Y) are P XEA P-generic. Since (Xi, Y) E (Do, 0,) by Lemma 2.5 we have 
Xi < Y. Since (X0, X1) E (A fl B, Do) G (A, A) by Lemma 2.5 again we have 

X0 <X1 v X, <X0: the first possibility implies X0 < Y, which is in contradiction 

with (Xc,, Y) ED’, and hence X1 <X,, holds. Now we can apply Lemma 2.5 in 
the other direction to obtain (A,*, AT) E P XEA P such that X1 EAG, X0 E AT, 

(A,*, AT) c (Do, A n B) and (A,*, AT) Ikpx,,pX < I! By Lemma 5.3, ZRkVX E 

A,* VY E AT (X EA Y +X =S Y). Since (A,*, AT) E P XEA P reasoning in m there 
exist XEA~GD~GA\B and YeATEAnB such that XE,Y: X<Y then 
violates the downward closure of B in each E,-class-on-A, providing the desired 

contradiction. This proves the claim and hence the lemma. 0 

By Lemma 2.6, %[G] is a model of Zi-ACo, by Lemma 2.8 there exist 

evaluation maps for < at any (X, Y) E %![G] and %[G] k ((1X < Y A 1Y <X)e 
X I Y). Therefore we can apply Lemma 3.5 to q(X, Y) =1X < Y A 1Y =G X and 

obtain a perfect set of mutually incomparable elements exactly as in the proof of 

Theorem 4.2. Cl 

We now draw some corollaries, which are originally due to Simpson (unpubl- 
ished, to appear in [16]), showing that AT& proves a weak form of Silver’s 
theorem and #-CA, is equivalent over ACA,, to a stronger form of the same 
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theorem. Actually Simpson’s results are slightly stronger, in that they apply to 

equivalence relations which are coanalytic whereas from the previous theorem we 

can draw conclusions only about Bore1 ones (in the case of coanalytic equivalence 

relations the second clause of case (a) of Corollary 5.6 reads “each B, is a subset 

of an E-equivalence class”). 

Corollary 5.6. (AT&) If E is a Bore1 equivalence relation on the reals then one of 
the following is true: 

(a) there exists a sequence of Bore1 sets {B,} such that VX 3n X E B, and each 
B, is either empty or an E-equivalence class: 

(b) there exists a perfect set P G R such that VX, Y E P (X # Y j 1X E Y). 

Proof. Given E define a Bore1 quasi-ordering by X < Ye X E Y. Then (a) and 

(b) are just the restatements of the corresponding cases of Theorem 5.1. Cl 

Definition. Let ST(E) stand for the statement of Silver’s theorem for the 

equivalence relation E which asserts that one of the following is true: 

(a) there exists a sequence of reals {Xn} such that VX 3n X E X,,; 
(b) there exists a perfect set P c R such that VX, Y E P (X # Y +1X E Y). 

The following corollary is a typical reverse mathematics result, in which 

mathematical theorems are proved to be equivalent to an axiom over a weaker 

base theory. 

Corollary 5.7. (AC&) The following are equivalent: 

(1) W%; 
(2) if (B, <) is a Bore1 quasi-ordering for which there is no perfect set of 

pairwise incomparable elements then there exists a sequence of reals {X,,} such 
thatVXEB%(X<X,,vX,=GX); 

(3) if E is a Bore1 equivalence relation then ST(E) holds. 

Proof. To show that (1) implies (2) use Theorem 5.1 to get a sequence {B,} of 

Bore1 chains such that U, B, = B. In I#-CA, we can form 2 = {n 1 3Xx E B,} 
and by E:-ACo for any n E Z we can pick X,, E B, obtaining the desired 

conclusion. 

(2) implies (3) is trivial and for (3) implies (1) we use the following 

construction due to Sami (personal communication to Simpson, June 1981). Let 

3X O(n, X) with 8 arithmetical be a I?: formula: we need to show that the set 

Z = {n 1 3X f3(n, X)} exists. Define a Bore1 equivalence relation by setting 

(n, X) E (m, Y) if and only if n = m A (O(n, X) e O(n, Y)). Clearly case (b) of 

ST(E) does not hold and hence there exists a sequence {(nkr X,)} such 

that Vn VX 3k (n, X) E (nk, X,). Then we have 3X e(n, X) B 3k (n = nk A 
t3(n, X,)) and the set Z exists by arithmetical comprehension. El 
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Directions for further research 

From the viewpoint of reverse mathematics it is natural to ask whether the 
statements of Theorems 4.2 and 5.1, and of Corollaries 4.9 and 5.6 are equivalent 
to AT& over AC& or some other base theory: we do not know of any such 
result. 

Another interesting result about Bore1 quasi-orderings is the following theorem 
of Kada’s [7]: “if (B, <) is a Bore1 quasi-ordering such that there are at most n 
pairwise incomparable reals then B is the union of n Bore1 chains”. We do not 
know whether this theorem, either in its full generality or for any given n, can be 
proved in AT& or in any other subsystem of second-order arithmetic. 

The statement of Corollary 4.9 is a first result in the study of the quasi-ordering 
of Bore1 linear orderings under Bore1 embeddability. Several other results have 
been obtained in this field by Marker [6], Louveau [lo] and Louveau and 
Saint-Raymond [ll]. It would be interesting to investigate how much of this 
theory can be carried out in ATR,, or other subsystems of second-order 
arithmetic. 
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